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Accountability for development aid

Richard Rottenburg

1. Combining accountability and predictability:
a paradox

In this chapter I want to discuss development cooperation as one par
ticular field of activities in which auditab le accounting can achieve the
oppositc result from its original intention . According to my assumption
this failure is due to restricting general accountability to auditable finan
cial and technica l account ing.

Throughout the chapte r the noun 'accounting' is used in the sense of
producing auditable accounts mainly of financial transactions but also of
technical activities which can be audited by relating them to defined
standards of quality and efficiency. Thc noun 'accountability ' refers to
the legal concept of being accountab le in court as a juristic person. By
contrast 'discoursive accountabili ty' refers to nun-juridical responsibili
ties assigned to people and organizations by public opinion according to
common sense and morality. The active verb ' to account for' and the
passive verb ' to be held accountable for' refer - according to context 
eithcr to financial and technical accounting , to juridical accountability or
to any form of giving evidence.

Hopes and attempts to improve conditions of social life are inevitably
based on an absolute presupposition: It is assumed that historical changes
in the social, political, legal, economic and technical capacities of human
collectives can be designed and implemented at will according to what is
considered desirable. Design and implementation, the first and second
steps of this process, require a third stcp in order to make sense: the ef-
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fects of the planned interventions have to be verified. Interventions that
cannot be proved to have the intended effects are by definition no longer
interventions but contingent changes or historical accidents.

The belief in the possibility of escaping historical contingency by de
signing and implementing better ways of living thus calls for procedures
to verify the assumed causal link. between implementing a model and its
effect on real life. This again means: Those who propose the models to
improve a common good and those who implement them on behalf of a
formally constituted collective have to be held accountable for what they
do as juristic persons, be they individuals or organizations. The contra I of
these accountabilities by institutions acting on behalf of the collective re
quires a system of report ing and a system of verifying those reports. As I
will show below an increas ing tendency to translate discoursive and ju
ridical accountability into technical and financia l auditable accounting
can be observed.

The link between, on the one hand, interventions to improve justice,
order and rationality of social and political life and, on the other hand,
contral of those interventions for their social effectiveness and economic
efficiency is at the heart of democratic govemance. The most important
result intended by this link. is predictability. Having a reasonable degree
of predictability, people can comfortably count on the fact that the next
day the world will be pretty much the same as the previous day. They can
predict the outcome of their own actions with sufficient reliance and ac
curacy to bring order into their lives and to run their businesses . I

I For arecent argument on the necessary link between democracy and account
ability see March and Olsen 1995. Otherwise, I am here, of course, referring to
what Max Weber meant with "Kalkul ierbarkeit des Rechtsganges" and "Rechen
haftigkeit der Wirtschaftsgebarung" as crucia l dimensions of rationalizat ion (Weber
1922/1972), these again being related to what Weber called "rationa le Systema
tisierung der Lebensführung" (Weber 1920/1972, 540). While the reason for ration
alization is no longer expected to be found in higher efficiency (as DiMaggio and
Powell (1983) have shown) , the process of rationalization has not changed. James
C. Scott (1998) discusses the same phenomena from a different angle. He presents a
depressing list of failed schemes to improve the human condition by planned inter
vention and argues that these failures are mainly due to a hegemonie disregard for
mOtis (practical knowledge) which by definition is local in contrast to the universal
claims of scientific knowledge. In this chapter I intend to show that the hegemony
of universal models to improve the human condition cannot be explained by refer
ring to the hegemonie power of the state. Universal models are sometimes backed
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Now, those in charge of designing and implementing schemes to re
form (trans form or develop) society - let me call them experts for the
purpose of my chapter - cannot on their side be excluded from the rule of
predictability. If a scheme bears unpredicted consequences and if the ex
perts in charge would be held responsible for those unforseen conse
quences , this would of course discourage any kind of expertise and
would finally terminate any initiative to transform anything for the better.

The obvious solution is that expert s are not immediately held account
able for the results of their interventions. They are instead held responsi
ble for the appropriate execution of adequate procedures. These proce
dures in turn have to be agreed upon in advance and have to correspond
to the state of the art in the respective field of expertise as defined by an
independent third party for the most part legitimated by institutionalized
scientific knowledge. The good reason for the shift from result to proce
dure is obvious: It is a fact of life that not few interventions carried out in
strict accordance with the contractual commitment and in accordance
with the state of the art have , as it tumed out later, had adverse conse
quences . We seem to be confronted here with a paradox: In order to
achieve a maximum of predictability for a maximum of people nobody
can be held answerable for unpredicted consequences of planned inter
ventions as long as the procedures have been followed by those in charge
of the interventions.'

It is here where one has to distingui sh between two types of account
ability and control of accountability. The one I was present ing up to this
point is meant to produce the kind of verifiable evidence that can be used
in court if things go wrong and questions of compensation emerge. In ad
dition to this legal type of accountability there is a discoursive type of ac-

by those whom James Seott would assume to be in resistanee . The point is that re
sistanee ean take the form of offieially subscribing to the universal models. Without
this subseri ption the models would not become hegemonie. One might thus say that
my argument simp ly turns James Seott's own argument on hidden transe ripts from
1990 against his new argument on the work ings of state hegemony from 1998.

2 While this argument also goes baek to Max Weber, it was Karl Löwith who
pointed it out most clearly (Löwith 1932/1988 ,360-369) and later Niklas Luhmann
who turned it into a full-fledged analysis of legitimaey by proeedu re (Luhmann
1969/ 1993).
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countability being produced within the narrative mode of knowing.' Of
ficials and intervention experts who indisputably act according to estab
lished procedures will not be held juridically responsible, whatever the
adverse consequences are. However, the unintended consequences of the
intervention will be picked up by various discourses - for instance on
risk, nature, progress, justice and equality, etc. Typical cases are ques
tions of ecological and socio-political consequences of new technologies
(e.g. biotechnology), long-term health consequences of new medical in
terventions (e.g. future issues resulting out of the Human Genome Proj
ect), but also consequences of economic policies (e.g. long-term conse
quences of state devolution , deregulation and privatization). The altered
narratives will produce altered reality definitions which may lead to a
change of political representatives, and in consequence to a change of
intervention experts. These experts will then define a new state of the art
or relate to a different scientific discourse (which is always possible since
the sciences never speak with one voice). In the long run this again can
result in changing procedures for interventions and thus finally also af
fect legal accountability and thus issues of insurance and compensation."

2. Translating accountability into auditable accounting

The combination between predictability and accountability results, as I
have argued up to this point, in a particular paradox: In the first place,
accountability is there to increase predictability. In order to safeguard ju
ridical predictability as the basis of democratic govemance , accountabil
ity has to be related and restricted to the correct following of procedures.
That means that no juridical accountability can be established for unpre
dicted negative consequences stemming from interventions that were cor
rectly designed and implemented according to established procedures.
Further, I argued that discoursive accountability can sometimes solve the
problem at hand through cultural and political processes even if it cannot
finally resolve the paradox .

3 The distinction between a narrative and a scientific mode of knowing is used
here as defined by Lyotard 1979/1993. Barbara Czamiawska 1997 made the dis
tinction useful for organization theory.

4 For a detailed case study on the ozone layer see Grundmann 1999.
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What I have presented so far is a basic structural principle of modem
civil society: Progress and the rule of law are consolidated by restricting
juridical accountability in the field of betterment schemes to the correct
application of procedures. However, according to several observers dur
ing the last 20 years or so the countries of the West have experienced a
specific change in the regime of accountability. Michael Power' labelIed
this change "audit explo sion". More and more practices have to demon
strate their legitimacy by giving auditable accounts. These~ accounts
mainly relate to the economic efficiency and thus primarily to the finan
cial dimensions ofthe practices to be accounted for. The point ofthis ex
plosion is that also non-financial aspects are made accountable according
to the same pattern by introducing technical and quality criteria and stan
dards against which the practices are evaluated. Tne audit explosion ap
pears to be related to an increased blurring of the boundary between pub
lic and private domains, which again seems to be linked to processes of
state devolution, market deregulation and the increasing importance of
transnational and translocal networks . Academics are familiar with this
trend at latest since they are required to give auditable accounts of their
individual and departmental performance." The precarious issue raised by
the expansion of the financial accounting paradigm into new fields of
practices relates to the question of translatability ofjuridical and political
accountabilities into procedures of auditable accounting.

The extension of financial accounting and the proliferation of all kinds
of non-financial auditable accounts have been accompanied by increased
and critical scientific attention to the matter. One of the challenging con
c1usions of this new focus on the production of accountability by finan
cial and technical accounting is the observation that all accounting is un
avoidably creative accounting in the literal sense of the word. There are
always several means of counting things, aggregating elementary figures
to so called key figures and thus accounting for decisions and activities.
Accordingly, the validity of accounting and auditing procedures can no
longer be assumed to be grounded in any reality-out-there if one goes
above the level of elementary figures. The answer to the question "How

5 Power 1997.

6 How many dollars have you acquired for research? How often does your name
appear in the International Citation Index? How many articles have you published
in refereed journals during the last five years?
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many beds are there in this hospital?" can be given by an elementary fig
ure. The answer to the question "How many beds does this city require?"
depends on the way of calculation and cannot be verified by relating the
resulting figure to any reality. The dependency of results on the method
used to generate those results is even more obvious when it comes to the
production of auditable accounts intended to monitor technical and qual
ity standards for instance of universities, hospitals or hotels," (It goes
without saying that accounts can nevertheless at the same time be errone
ous in a technicalor trivial sense and can be corrected or improved
within a given procedure. But this last topic is of no interest to the argu
ment presented in this chapter.)

Yet deconstructing the objectivity rhetoric of accounts and audits is
not to say that juridical accountability can or should do without objective
verification of evidence . This would unavoidably result in the end of
democratic govemance and even the end of any publicly accountable de
cision-making. Nevertheless, there is a great chance here. The point is the
following:

As accounting and auditing procedures expand they easily become
controversial. It has thus become more difficult to hide the performative
aspect of accounting . In this sense it has further become obvious that the
validity of an account is mainly granted by the legitimacy of the proce
dure (the method) used in establishing the account. In the final resort this
legitimacy is political and cannot be grounded in the world-out-there .
The issue of evidence and verification can be put in more general terms:
The policy to translate the social world into an assembly of facts which
can be counted, aggregated and audited uses a rhetoric of de
politicization and absolute objectivity . As this rhetoric expands it gener
ates its own opposite: Objectivity itself now appears to be a political
category - a category, though , we cannot dispose of without losing eve
rything. Knowing and admitting this can be used as a great chance for
better politics and thus for better planned interventions to improve the
human condition'

7 For the full argument on health services see the contribution by Pinch, Ash
more and Mulkay; for the argument on hotels see the contribution by Gustavsson in
this volume.

8 This statement is a truism for those who follow for instance Richard Rorty, and
it is the red rag to those who believe in the correspondence theory of truth. While
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3. Escaping the paradox by creating projects
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In my first two sections I delineated a general problem as my starting
point: Improving conditions of social life in modem society implies the
assumption that social change can be steered . The concept of steering
goes hand in hand with the concepts of accountability and predictability.
The paradoxical relation between accountability and predictability is cir
cumvented by replacing the responsibili ty for the outcome of an inter
vention with the responsibility to correc tly follow the established proce
dures for the intervention. This basic move, together with a late dramatic
expansion of accounting and auditing procedures, tumed the attention
towards the unavoidably perfonnative character of accounting and
auditing. It became obvious that like naming , counting is not a hannless
activity .

The two processes - one: replacement ofresult by procedure, and two:
audit explosion - lead to the emergence of a specific social form: the
project. A project is a limited and feasible intervention into social life
with an ex ante defined goal and with ex ante defined criteria for verify
ing the achievement or failure of this goal. Projects are designed in the
first place to produce results that cannot only be predicted but also be
measured and thus financially accounted for. Every activity can be cut
down into single limited projects. These projects can be evaluated more
easily than a whole field of activities or a whole institution . This is the
reason why the accounting and audit explosion is accompanied by a proj
ect exp losion .

Yet the decisive clue to this downscaling of often grandiose interven 
tions to limited projects is this: the project is the tool used to circumvent
the paradoxical relation between accountability and predictability by
tum ing it into a matter of technical and economic efficiency within a

this is not the right place to enter into this debate Cl have done this elsewhere exten
sively, Rottenburg 1999), I wish to emphas ize two points nevertheless: (1) As
James Scott proves with his last book (1998), the proposal to improve politics by
freeing it from science (and the synoptic view of science) can be made independent
of this debate (Latour 1999). (2) I think my paper shows the correspondence theory
of truth with its objectivity rhetoric to be a political institution which is indispensa
ble for accountability and predictability. The problem arises when correspond ence
theory perceives itself as someth ing beyond and above a necessary political institu
tion. It is at this point where it is in danger of going wild and leading to disaster.
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limited context. The project is thus the ideal form which translates the
paralyzing paradox into a workable procedure. The deparadoxification
(Luhmann's "Entparadoxierung") works as folIows: The experts in
charge of an interventionist project are held juridically accountable for
pursuing the defined project goals according to standard procedures by
controlling their technical and financial results. Unintended and perhaps
adverse consequences of projects are excluded from accountability as
long as the standard technical and financial procedures were followed. In
such cases of unintended or even detrimental results, experts may lose
face or money. They cannot be held legally accountable , though. Project
failures are dealt with through non-juridical , that is political and cultural
means.

4. A special type: development aid projects

A vast and global organizational field which is centred around the con
cept of the project is the world of development aid, officially known as
economic cooperation. Rich countries of the north put aside a certain
percentage of their gross national product for the purpose of economic
cooperation with the poor countries of the south. The respective govem
ments are, of course, held accountable by their voters for the use of these
moneys according to given principles . Govemments delegate the respon
sibility to various kinds of donor or development agencies to use the re
sources for developing the poor countries. These agencies - to make a
long story short - mainly divide the money according to continents ,
countries and societal sectors. The criteria for this distribution are agreed
upon between ministerial-political decision-takers and experts from
within the development agencies . The execution of those activities meant
to lead to development in remote areas is mostly delegated further down
by the development agencies to local project agencies (i.e. project bene
ficiaries within the countries to be developed) and private consultancies
(mostly from the donor countries).

In the end, at the point where the money is meant to produce a result
which has a sustainable developmental effect, nearly each dollar is allo
cated to a so-called development project run by a consultant on behalf of
a local project agency. It is at this point where high-level goals are trans-
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lated into objectives that can be measured and expressed in money. High
level goals are for instance: reducing poverty, adjust ing the structure of
intermediate institutions to strengthen the market economy , building in
stitutional capacities for the emergence of civil society, improving health
and education, controlling urban expansion, reducing ecologic al damage,
empowering women , and so on. Low-Ievel objectives to be achieved by
projects are for instance: privatizing one specific state-owned company,
reducing the civil service in one specific sector of a country, reforming
the financial system of a city, introducing tools for cost-benefit analysis
in the waterworks of one city , and so on. The general idea of instigating
societal development for the better of some people is thus translated into
project form so that it can be accounted for financiall y and technically.

The question "Has poverty been reduced?" is translated, for instance,
into the question "Is the micro-financial system introduc ed to provide
credit for market women in the province X sustaining itself financially?"
Translating ideals of human progress into accountable developm ent proj
ects in foreign countries is an intricate exercise though.

5. The logic of development aid projects

In order to analyze one of these many intricacies I will now resort to one
specific case : a project called "Organizational lmprovement of the Urban
Water and Sewerage Departments in Arusha, Moshi and Tanga (Tanza
nia)". " This project was financed by the German Bank for Reconstruction
and Development through agrant and executed by a private German con
sultant. lt was carried out between March 1996 and January 1998 and had
a financial volume of around 5 million DM. Since no capital investments
were planned the largest portionO of this money was scheduled for expert
man-months, which were calculated to amount aim to 94. The aim of the
project was to improve the water services in the three towns while at the
same time making the water services financially independent from state
subsidy and yet affordable for the consumers. Thus the key issue of the
whole project was to turn the three urban waterworks from departments

9 The full story of this project is given in a monograph of mine with the German
title " Weithergeholte Fakten . Translokale Übersetzungen der Anthropologie und
Entwicklungszusammenarbeit" written in 1999 that will hopefully appear in 200 I.
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within the regional administration into autonomous and financially self
sustaining units . To achieve financial viability mainly one supposedly
simple and practical problem had to be overcome: the three water works
had to be enabled to collect the money from their customers. At the be
ginning ofthe project 40 to 70% ofthe produced water was unaccounted
for. But first, a step-by-step account.

Like every other development project financed by the German Bank
for Reconstruction and Development, this one also had a so-called ' Log
frame' (Document 1). The Logframe gives a tabulated, highly condensed,
one-page executive overview of the project: here you find the goals, the
intended output , the required input, the verifiable indicators, and the
means of verification. The Logframe is based on various similar though
more detailed tabulated representations of intended interventions which
are all part ofthe contract signed by the three parties involved: the finan
cier, the project agency (i.e. the beneficiary of the project) and the con
sultant. The most important of these more detai led tabulated project rep
resentations are the following three:

I . A detailed table with the supportive measures (input) one has agreed
upon (Document 2). This table specifies the single problems to be
addressed by project activities, explains the exact solutions to these
problems, and delimits the required input. At the same time this table
assigns code numbers to each field of activity that is related to a pro
blem. All accounting to be produced by the consultant is done by assi
gning used resources to these code numbers.

2. A detailed table with the action plan (Document 3). A project action
plan is nowadays produced by spread-sheet software and is the key
steering instrument: It depicts the progress of the activities in relation
to the tempora l framework set for the activities , the temporal relations
between the stages of the various activities and thus the relation bet
ween still available resources and already achieved results (all related
to the code numbers)."

3. A list of indicators (Document 4). The assumption is that if the pro
blem has been properly diagnosed and the solution properly selected

10 The action plan presented in Document 3 gives the detai ls for one of the three
towns only, while for the other two towns I added the total man months which were
schedu1ed by the consultant.
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and executed according to the action plan, the result should be verifia

ble.

The govem ing principle of auditable accounting makes it necessary to
agree in advance on goals, a list of supportive measures with their prices
(on a separate list), an action plan with a time schedule, and on criteria
which can verify the effects of the intervention. However, during the
execution of a project it is normall y expected to have certain deviations

from the original plan. The negotiations about how to aceommodate the
unscheduled activities offer a deeper understanding of what the project
steering instruments are all about.

The consultant has to draw up quarterly reports on his activities
(Document 5). The main purpose of these reports is to account for the re
sources used and thereby to compare the action plan with the actual prog
ress of the activities. Deviations from the plan have to be justified by the
consultant and can be accepted or not accepted by the project agent and
the financier. Accordingly, the action plan will or will not be adjusted to
real developments . In the end this is always a question which includes fi
nancial aspects. The logic of development projects makes it quite feasible
that projeet agent and consultant have a common interest in extending the
range of project activities. Both can gain from project extensions, while
the financier can lose by these extensions in terms of his juridical ac
countability against the ministry in charge.

This logic goes as folIows: Any development project can be envisaged
as a kind of exterritorial zone with a securit y fence around it. This fence
is there to prevent the always eomparatively gigantic project resourees to
diffuse out into the heavily under-resourced project environment. But it is
also there to prevent the intrusion of the environment into the project.
The reason given for a development project, particularly for an organiza
tional improvement project, has to be - by definition - some kind of de
ficiency ; otherwise it would not be necessary to have a project at all. At
the same time, the very concept of acting against the deficiency by start
ing a development project, as I have described projects up to now, first of
all means drawing a fence around the one particular problem area one

wishes to tackle. That is to say: in order to change the way a human eol
lective is running its affairs one has to draw a boundary around a par
ticular field of action to get started at all. Defining projects is primarily
an exercise in this kind of priority-setting and boundary-drawing.
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During the course of a project disputes over the question whether the
particular boundary of the project was drawn effectual or not can there
fore hardly be avoided. '1'0 change something for the better within the
boundary of the project is unavoidably linked to factors outside the proj
ect competence. The consultant can increase the size of his contract and
thus his profit by arguing that the original boundary was not drawn in an
effective manner. His argument will be that he cannot do much within the
limits set by the contract and that this was not predictable at the begin
ning of the project. If the envisaged results are to be kept unchanged, the
project boundary has to be extended at certain points which he can easily
explain in great detail. In most cases the project agent will be readily in
clined to support this argumentation since it is not his own money. The
financier, of course, is weIl aware of this logic. The project steering in
struments I have introduced in this section are his tools for discouraging
strategie alliances between consultant and project agent to extend the
project volume beyond the limits set by the available budget.

For many years the official rhetoric of all international and national
development agencies has discredited the so called blue-print approach.
Instead one can hear worldwide unison propagation of the so called par
ticipatory approach. Basically this means that the logic of development
projects I have just worked out is officially denied. The local project
agencies are meant to take over the ownership of the project and get as
many people as possible to participate. Only those projects which are 10
cally appropriated have a chance to survive the duration of funding and
become sustainable institutions . These and similarly reasonable state
ments are permanently repeated by donor agencies. While there are, of
course, varying degrees of rigidity in sticking to the original project plan
as a blue-print, the basic problem remains unsolvable against all rhetoric
of participation:

Transferring resources requires accounting for these resources, and
accounting requires ex ante definitions of what a project is meant to
achieve by what means and in what time in order to verify the results and
to account for the transfer. All this implies the so called blue-print ap
proach. Now, inviting the participation of everybody concerned with a
project with their local and practical knowledge (mDtis) inevitably re
sults in more or less radical unpredictability. Without giving up the pri
ority to achieve a certain ex ante defined goal the introduction of partici
pation is meaningless. Since, however, predictability is indispensable for
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the donor side, eertain eompromises have to be made in praetiee: The
meaning of "participation" is redefined in the eontext of development
eooperation by exeluding the goals and the means to achieve these goals
from negotiations. While it is anyway hard to imagine a way out of this
game, there is a second, less obvious reason why the blue-print approach
does not disappear from the field of economic cooperation in practice. By
way of introducing this argument - I will come back to it - it is interest
ing to note that the insistent rhetoric of participation, ownership and local
knowledge comes from the side of the donor agencies rather than from
the side ofthe loeal project beneficiaries.

6. Negotiating the boundaries of development aid
projects

So far I have stated that projects facilitate action where the paradoxical
combination of accountability and predictability would otherwise lead to
non-action. I have further stated that projects are the social form ideally
congruent with the universal demand for a new rationality of govemance
to be achieved by monitoring practices through auditable accounts. In or
der to achieve this congruence a project needs ex ante defined project
tools, of which the action plan is the most important one. I have also pre
sentcd the logic of development aid projects , or more precisely: the logic
which any actor in thc field assumes to be guiding the moves of the other
actors. And I have finally stated that the official rhetoric of participation
does not change the necessit y of operating with blue-prints when it
comes to accounting for resources. The question now is: How exactly
does the goveming principle of achieving accountability by means of
auditable accounts effect negotiations about project boundaries? And
thus finally: How does the translation of accountability into auditable ac
counts affect project work?

In order to deal with this question I restriet myself to one single activ
ity within the project "Organizational Improvement of the Urban Water
and Sewerage Departments in Arusha, Moshi and Tanga (Tanzania) ".
The table with the supportive measures (Document 2) contains the activ
ity "Re-organization of billing zones according to distribution of pipe
nctwork"as "Code 002". It is obvious that this activity - in order to lead
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to meaningful results - presupposes the existence of a complete and reli
able list of customers and the existence of a valid map of the pipe net
work. I will exclude the issue of mapping the pipe networks capriciously
hiding beneath the streets of Arusha, Moshi and Tanga, and focus instead
on customer lists only.

Within the action plan for this project one can see that the activity
coded 002 ("Re-organisation of zones/Re-classification of clients") was
meant to take two months in each town and it was scheduled to be com
pleted not later than six months after the de jure start of the project (in
Document 3 one finds the detailed figures for Arusha only, one of the
three towns). Looking at the project report covering the fourth quarter
and including the accumulated figures for the first project year (Docu
ment 5), one finds that of the six man-months assigned to Code 002 (in
line 3.3 ofthe table), only 0.50 man-months had been used by the end of
the first year. Looking at line 4.4 one discovers, on the other hand, that
nine man-months were used for "Correction and Verification of Data" 
an activity which was not scheduled at all. Obviously something went
wrong. But what exactly was it?

I mentioned above that the key issue of the project was to achieve fi
nancial viability for the three urban water works, and that this primarily
meant reducing the unaccounted for water from something between 40
and 70% to a tolerable percentage of less then 10% commercial losses
(Document 4, indicators 5 and 6). The main and immediate reason for thc
remarkab ly huge percentage of unaccounted for water was known from
the very beginning of the project: the water works simply had lost track
of most of their customers. This, of course, meant that even if more water
was billed, the revenue would not increase because the bills would still
not reach more customers. Obviously, the customer list had to be cor
rected by running so- called customer surveys in the three towns. It was
already during the inception phase of the project that the activity "cus
tomer survey" becarne one ofthe controversial issues.

The consultant proposed including the customer survey into his action
plan. According to the logic of defining project boundaries and different
categories input, the financier interpreted the consultant's proposal as a
cheap move to extend the project boundary and thus to increase his prof
its. In this particular case the project agent did not support the consult
ant's proposal but immediately took the side of the financier. The usual
pattern of alliance was overrun here by several more powerful arguments.
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For reasons of space, I can only enumerate the three main arguments:
Firstly, to coneede that the eustomer survey has to be earried out by a
foreign consultant is a great embarrassment for the loeal management of
the waterworks. Secondly, to allow a eonsultant to run the eostumer sur
vey means giving hirn access to highly sensitive information related to
special arrangements with special customers. And thirdly, the CEOs of
the three waterworks were - according to their over-the-top management
style - actually unaware of the endless complications a customer survey
can cause.

At the end of the inception phase it was finally agreed that the con
sultant is only in charge of reorganizing the billing zones (Code 002) and
ofintroducing a new computerized billing system (Code 003). A full and
reliable customer list is obviously required for this input to generate any
results. It was agreed that the local project agents (in fact there were three
agents, for each town one) carry out the customer surveys to correct their
lists containing the necessary data on their customers.

We can now go back to the fourth quarterly report (Document 5),
where we encountered the puzzle: Instead of reorganizing the billing
zones during the first projeet year (line 3.3), the consultant was busy with
"correction and verification of data" (Iine 4.4) - this with reference to
customer data. In addition to this, in line 3.4 of the same report the con
sultant admits having overrun the eosts for "development of computer
ised billing system" (Code 003) by 214% at the end of the first year,
while the activity was only eompleted by 95%.

Two things had happened.'1Firstly, in accordance with the above
mentioned logic of negotiating project boundaries and categories of in
put, the definition of "computerised billing system" was changed by an
early agreement between consultant and project agent. These two parties
were of the opinion that the introduction of a more sophisticated and tai
lor-made software labelled "Water Management System" (WMS) would
be necessary to achieve the project goals. One oftheir key arguments was
that a more encompassing software would take over some of the disci
plining functions from the behavioural level of the project. Computeriz
ing as much as possible in the field of aggregating and distributing data

I1 The complete story is much more complicated , of course. However, it seems
legitimate to leave out several aspects and restriet this narrative to aspects of imme
diate interest to accountability.
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would thus make the three companies more independent from human
failure and therefore more reliable and consequently also more profitable
(provided the investment was paid by agrant and not a credit). The fin
ancier was not fully convinced by this argumentation , but he did not
strictly interfere. The 214% overrun costs reported in line 3.4 at least
partly resulted out of this extension of the project. The other part of the
overrun costs attributed to code 003 were in fact generated by activities
related to the next point.

Secondly, the local project agents did not come up with the promised
customer data - not even one year after the deadline had passed. For the
consultant this was a precarious situation since his profit was linked to
achieving the project goals. Without reliable customer data the main
goal, financial viability , could not be achieved. He was thus getting in
volved in the issues of customer surveys in the three towns in order to
prevent a substantial financial loss on his side. In consequence, the
boundary between the consultant's two tasks - namely: "Reorganization
of zones" (Code 002) and "Development of computerised billing system"
(Code 003) - and the one task ofthe project agents - namely: "Custorner
survey" - became increasingly blurred. The interface between compe
tences started to change from an originally clear demarcation line to a
seamless overlap of activities. The initial idea that the one party deliver
the new zones plus the new computerized billing system (now extended
to the so-called Water Management System) while the other party deliv
ers the customer data began to vanish.

While the project agents easily agreed to extend the billing system to
the Water Management System, they did not accept the extension of the
project boundary to include the customer survey. And they were particu
larly opposed to the blurring of responsibilities by overlapping interfaces
between project and company. lnstead , they strategically argued in the
opposite direction (while in fact they knew better): The customer data
were collected and handed over to the consultant in time and in good or
der. The problem with the available lists was less that the data were sim
ply incorrect and inconsistent, as the consultant stated. The problem was
rather, as they maintained, that the format of the available data would not
fit the format required by the new Water Management System. And this,
so the strategic argument continued, was entirely the consultant's prob
lem because the data were there first, ever since the projected had started.
The consultant should therefore have adapted the tailor-made software
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called Water Management System to the available data and not vice
versa. In summ ary: From this point of view the project did not have to be
extended and the interface between the realms of respons ibilities did not
have to be blurred.

From the consultant's point of view the story was different: During
the first year of the project he had to use nine extra man-rnonths to im
prove the reliabi lity and consistency of the customer data although this
was not his job according to the contract, Additionally he had to hide
further input into this activity by assigning it to code 003 (development
of billing system) . After several months of negotiations an agreement
could not be achieved and the project came to apremature end.

7. Auditable accounts of development aid projects

Usually, one assurnes that accounting and auditing have been invented to
bring clarity precise ly into these kinds of situations. If two or several
parties disagree on what actuall y happened in relation to what should
have happened, they simply have to compare the contract and the project
steering instruments with the activity reports and the financial accounts
in order to give evidenc e of what actually happened . So the story goes:
unavoidabl y. Apparently this clarification was not possible in the case of
the our project, Mid-way into the project most of the money had been
spent with nearly no results that came anywhere close to the goals set at
the beginning. Again and for the last time: What went wrong?

By definition, the translation of the great ideals of development aid
into limited , accountable projects goes along with shifting the priority
from results to technical and financial accounting for single activities.
Once technical and financial accounting have been introduced, it is diffi
cult to agree mid-way on redefinitions and extensions of programmes
even if the original goals cannot be achieved accordin g to plan. Agreeing
on changes and extensions of project activities opens all doors for an
endless sequence of further and further extensions. The project environ
ment always gives ample causes for such moves and there is no possible
end to this. The whole concept of starting with exactly delimited projects
is threatened by project extensions, particular ly by extensions in un
forseen directions. Against his own rhetoric of participation, local owner-
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ship and local knowledge the financier has thus to draw the line some
where, and for this purpose he uses the project steering instruments as
blue-prints to tie the project together.

Perhaps less visible, though of the same importance, is another conse
quence of the accounting principle: Financial accounting presupposes
clear-cut interfaces. A piece of work - e.g. the customer survey - has to
be attributed either to the one or to the other party. Attributing it by a
certain percentage to the one or to the other party is already difficult
enough. But insisting that the piece of work is the outcome of true coop
eration, and accordingly further insisting that the contributions cannot
really be assigned to different actors, ultimately means little else than re
futing the possibility to financially account fOT cooperation at all. It cer
tainly means that true cooperation cannot be split into units which can be
assigned to the code number of the list of supportive measurements.

Now, the problem is that from the point of view of those who provide
the resources for development aid projects financial accounting is abso
lutely indispensable. It goes without saying that no one would agree to
contribute in the long run to a pool of resources to be distributed by an
appointed agency in order to achieve certain goals if there would be no
control over the use of the resources and the effects of their utilization.
This again means that from this perspective overlapping interfaces have
to be avoided under all circumstances. Limiting project purposes in ad
vance and avoiding overlapping interfaces are thus two strategies pursued
by development agencies, who are meant to represent the interests of
those who provided the resources for development cooperation. Yet the
reason these two strategies do not remain theory but are actually tumed
into practice cannot sufficiently be explained by the power of the devel
opment agencies, who are supposed to dominate the rules of the game
since they provide the money.

For the rest of this chapter I will elaborate this point: I explained
above that the local project agents' argument about the available cus
tomer data was strategic and false. This interpretation was simplified and
not fully convincing. In reality it was only when the available lists werc
confronted with the strict demands of the computer programme (which,
by the way, could import any format) towards the end ofthe first project
year that the local managers began to realize what the devastating prob
lems with their customer data were. This fact had to be kept out of the of
ficial project reporting, though. The local managers would have lost face
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in admitting this somewhat late and for themselves surprising recognition
of massive difficulties with bureaucratic procedures prevalent in their
companies . To avoid this humiliating situation they opted for inverse ar
gumentation and pushed the problem into the competence ofthe consult
ant.

By doing so they subscribed to the official definition of the situation.
Accordingly, they were the project agents who bought a service from a
consultant which was defined in the service contract. By applying this
definition they also subscribed to the idea that technical and financial ac
counting was the most adequate procedure to run and control the project.
This apparently fuIl agreement with the position of the financier was in
fact based on a quite different motive , though: Overiapping interfaces
between consultant and project agent threaten the sovereignty of the
project agent , while cIear-cut demarcation lines between responsibilities
keep the consultant at a safe distance . Rejecting true cooperation with the
consultant hence constitutes an efficient manoeuver on the side of local
management in order to preserve autonomy against project intrusion into
their own compan y. It thus turns out that the project steering instruments
and most importantly the strict delimitat ion of the project by cIear-cut
interfaces would be misunderstood if taken as hegemonic tools in the
hands of the financier , the most powerful party in the game. They are at
the same time defensive tools in the hands ofthe local project agencies.

The consultant, on the other hand, lives from the eamings he can make
by running projects. NaturaIly, he wiIl only be compensated for activities
he can account for. As a result of this he too has to avoid as far as possi
ble any activities that might not be accepted as necessary in terms of the
project steering instruments.

In the end there emerges a deceptive agreement between the three
parties - the financier , the project agent and the consultant - conceming
the use of financial accounting and cIear-cut interfaces. The financier sets
his first priority on proving that the resources have been correctly used
according to ex ante defined budgets, plans and procedures , aIl verified
by auditable accounts. The consultant, of course, has to take care to de
liver only those services he wiIl be compensated for and hence services
that have been budgeted in advance. And finaIly the project agent sets his
first priority on defending his sovereignty by keeping the consultant out
of his internal affairs. AII three aims can best be achieved by strictly
sticking to the so caIled blue-print approach: everything has to be exe-
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cuted according to how it was planned before it actually started and eve
rything must be translatable in auditable accounts. Anything that cannot
fit into this category by definition is not part of the project and thus also
not part of the verification of the project results. The crucial point in this
approach is the common rejection of any joint effort by the consultant
and local management in order to work out new ways of doing things that
could not have been envisaged before the start of the project.

The case in point with our project "Organizational Improvement of the
Urban Water and Sewerage Departments in Arusha, Moshi and Tanga
(Tanzania)" is the issue with the customer survey. The initial definition
of the interface between the tasks of the consultant and of the project
agent had clearly failed . One year after the project had started the cus
tomer lists were more or less in the same hopeless condition as they were
at the beginning. Yet during this period the common understanding of
what the going concern of the whole project was about improved re
markably. The precondition for this improvement simply was to work 10

gether with overlapping interfaces and with no ready-made solutions at
the hand of the consultant. In short: deviations from the original blue
print facilitated the original purpose ofthe blue-print.

While remarkably huge and joint efforts to organize customer surveys
had started in the fifth quarter - out of pure desperation on the part of the
consultant - the project began to instigate the most precious development
by chance : the whole staff of the waterworks became involved and moti
vated to handle this challenge together with the consultant. The very idea
to exactly distinguish between the various categories of input which can
be attributed either to the consultant or to the project agent became im
practical. The concept of buying a c1early defined service from the con
sultant became meaningless.

However, none ofthe parties involved could afford to stand up for this
procedure for reasons I have just explained. They all continued to argue
with criteria of technical and financial accounting as if there was a sharp
demarcation line between the input. The principle of correctly following
contractual obligations and technical and financial procedures was given
more importance than the obvious achievement during this particular pe
riod of the project when things really began to move once the blue-print
was inapplicable. By jointly setting the priority on the demarcation of
new boundaries to avoid the seamless overlap of responsibilities the very
idea of instigating development by working together was betrayed.
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The conclusion of my case study is that juridical accountability does
not work if it is reduced to technical and financial accounting and both
are disconnected from discoursive accountability. The organizational

field of economic cooperation is strangely removed from any effecti ve
discoursive accountability.

One of the main reasons for this peculiar phenomenon is grounded in
the popular craze about the social effecti veness of financial accounting

and auditing. The Western inst itutions of development cooperation sur
round themselves with ever more sophisticated forms of financial ac

counting and auditing of single projects and thereb y shield themsel ves

off against discoursive, political forms of accountability for the develop
ment of countries, continents and different ways of life. A decisive pre
condition for this arrangement to work - and that is the core of my argu
ment - is given by the fact that interpreting development cooperation as

the delivery of a specific and accountable service protects the sovereignty
of the project beneficiaries. It is this particular protective role of ready
made models that finall y attributes universal validity to these models.
Once this fictitious universal validity has been established as fact, ac
countabil ity for development aid can legitimatcly present itself as a sim
ple matter of financial and technical accounting.

Against those who argue that politico-jural accountability can be made
hard and rigouros by translating it into financial accounting and auditing,

my case study dem onstrates that this is not always the case . It is true that
translat ing high-flown interventions into techn ically and financially
auditable projects circumvents the paradox between predictability and

accountability. Yet, when this translation becomes disconnected from
discoursive acco untability - as in the case of development aid - it pro

duces deplorable unpredictability for which in the end no one can be held
responsible.
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Document 1: Logframe

NARRATIVE SUMMARY

Richard Rottenburg

OBJECTIVELY VER IFIABLE INDICATORS I
MEANS OF VERIFICATION

OVERALL GOA L:
Urban Wat er Supply and Sewerage Serv
ices in the three towns Aru sha , Moshi, and
Tang a imoroved

PROJECT PURPOS E:
Urban Water Supply + Sewerage Depart
ment s" in the towns of Arusha, Moshi and
Tanga sustainably installed as indepe ndent,
self-financi ng units.

OUTPUTS:
1. The losses of water in the distribution
syste m are under reasonab le contr ol
2. The cust omers are more regularly sup
plied with sufficien t water of good qua lity at
reasonable tariffs
3. Th e administrative and man agement
systems necessary to run the departments
as self-fina ncing units are in place
4. The UWSDs' staft are adequately posted ,
motivated and trained to apply the systems
efficient ly
5. Eftect ive financia l and investment man
ageme nt is implemented

INPUTS:
12. Implement an eftective wate r manage
ment system (metering, leak detection + re
pair , deteetion of illegal connections, etc.)
step by step
13. Implemen t a revised cost cover ing tari ft
system
14. Develo p and implement appropriate
administrat ive and management systems
a) Proeure and de liver office and contro l
equipm ent (and othe r means) initially re
quired to apply the systems appropriately in
praetice
15. Identify manpower I improve organisa
tion structure
a) Train staft on the job (systems) in terms
of behaviour (customer relations) and man
agement skills
C) oevetop and Impleme nt rnotiv<ltillY rernu
neration system
16. Provide financial means to implement
econ omically viable small projeets in the
department according to annual planning

for OVERALL GOAL:
Clea n Water is supplied at fai r prices to an increas
ing part of the urban population -> Maji I WB stat is
ties
for PROJECT PURP OSE:

The UWSOs" have improved their customer serv
ices and operate thereby recovering at least cost in
cluding deprecialion on investme nts --> Annual Re
port I Profit and lass account s

for OUTPUTS:
6. Un-accounted for water accounts for < 30% of
wate r produced _.> Produetion and sales statistics
7. Wa ter rationing is reduced to unavoidable cases
- > Ann ual Report
a) Water qual ity is up to Tanzanian standards - >

Water ana lyses
b) More than 90% of population in supply area are
supplied --> Customer survey
c) The number of debto rs is small (< 5%) - > Debt

ors list
8. The income exceed s the costs ••> Profit and 10 55

acco unt
9. The cash flow is consistenlly positive -> Credi

tors list
10. The staft display commercial behaviour and
competence ••> Other indicators fulfilled
11. Financial and investment planning are adequate
_.> Annual planninq

COSTS:
see Annex 5 of the proposal

• Advisory Board =equivalent to Board of Direetors

.. The terms UWSD and Advisory Board apply 10
curreet ly aetive organisa tion or monitoring units.
Following rest rueturing and changes in legislation
presently under way, these names might be
changed.
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IMPORTANT ASSUMPTIONS OBJECTIVELY VERIFIABLE INDICATORS I

MEANS OF VERIFICATION

torOVERA l l GOAL: torASSUMPTIONS - OVERAll GOAL:

The current probation period tor the UWSDs Statements and action taken by Maji and other

in Arusha, Moshi, and Tanga to run under authorities involved

the "Revolving Fund Act" is prolonged and,

in terms ot treedom ot action, extended

torPROJECT PURPOSE: torASSUMPTIONS - PROJECT PURPOSE:

17. Sound commercial behaviour (ot a water Actio n taken by the Advisory Board* ** and I or Maji

company catering torcommerciaJand luxury

requirements as weil as torbasic needs) is

accepted as the governing business rute by

the Advisory Board* **

18. The responsible authorities allow I help

the UWSDs to select , post, motivate and

remunerate staft in a way to serve the busi-

ness objectives ot the UWSDs

torOUTPUTS : torASSUMPTIONS - OUTPUTS:

19. The distribution system is not yet in a 23. Status reports on systems based on detailed in-
state beyond economical repair vestigations, measurements, etc.

a) The production ls sufficient to satisty the 24. Customer interviews

demand provided that sound cost recover- 25. Tarift elaborated and approved by Advisory

ing tariffs are applied which subsidise, it Board* **
any, the basic needs only 26. Remuneration system elaborated and approved

b) The transmission mains are in acceptable by authorities

condition or could be repaired with UWSDs'

means

20. UWSDs have gained an image ot effi-

ciency and reliability

21. A new water saving, cost-recove ring

tarift system is approved by the Advisory

Board

22. A motivating remuneration system is

approved by Maji I Advisory Board* ..
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Document 2: Supportive Measures - UWSD Arusha, Moshi + Tanga (extract)

Code Desi gna ti on Problem

001 Improvement of Billing and revenue co llection used to be a secondary if not lower-

Billing, Revenue rated priority in the past . It is understood, at least by the UWSE (Man-

Collecti on and ager), that it has to gain first priority if the UWSD shall survive as an

Mar!<eting independent unit, but old habits die hard. The attituds of UWSD staft

to billing and reven ue collection is still quite relaxed. In addition, it

could be observed that the approach to clients is more like one of

asking for a donation than that of a service provider being entitled to

be remune rated for his services . Part of this problem might be that in

the given socio-cultural environment tough insisting on payments is

not a common attitude .

002 Re-orga nisati on The system of billing zones current ly appl ied is not related to the con-

of the billing sumption areas supplied by a certain pipe branch (pipe tree). Oriqi-

zones accord ing nally the billing zones were identical with neighbourhoods .

to distribution However , the number of consumers in a zone is limited to 999 by the

pipe netwo r!< capac ity of the computer programme, and as a result new consumers

are assigned to new zones, regardless of where they are located.

003 Design, develop- The EDP-programme package in use is neither devised with the

ment and imple- minimum of data input control nor with any analytical function to allow

mentation of a area-related consumption contr o! or other valuable management in-

new comp uter- formation .

iseo ollllng sys-

tem
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Solution Inputs required

Billing and revenue collection is certainly of fundamental

importance for the survival of the UWSD. Approx imately 5 short term courses

The attitude of UWSD in relation to billing and revenue (1-2 days) conducted by an institu-

collection has to change if the UWSD shall survive as an tiona l development expert ,

independent unit. The civil service attitude has to be plus his assistance with the design
changed to a commercial attitude . To achieve these and implementation of an incentive
changes training is required , as weil as the implementa- scheme and of appropriate marketing
tion of a result-related incentive scheme . measures (1.5 man-months).
In addition it must become c/ear to the c/ients and and all

UWSD staft members that delivery of sete water is a

costly service which, if not remunerated appropriately,

cannot be continued in the long run. To this end market-

ing, public relation and corperate identity of of UWSD be-

come important features that have to be addressed in an
appropriately planned manner.

The objective of the re-organisation of zones has to be Approx. 3 man-months of a water

that the billing - zones (consumer areas) become identical distr ibution expert to analyse and

with the supply areas served by a specific pipe (tree of code the system and to train a task

pipes) . Specifically in down -town areas with several pipes force on the job .

installed in parallel at various stages , this objective will 20 bulk water meters + 1 ultrasonic

require significant efforts ; however , it is aprerequisite for flowmeter

rational water management.

The re-organisation has to be carried out area by area,

according to a priority plan.

Due to the unsuitable approach currently applied in the Approx . 3 man-months of a systems

EDP programme package, and the fact that the system is analystl programmer

outdated by the latest technical developments in EDP 1 network server

software and hardware, it is advised that the existing 6 work stations
system be abandoned complelely. 1Iseerns 10 be advis- 3 prinlers

able to choose a completely new approach to computer- 3 ups

ised billing, by developi ng user-friendly computer software network software , database system ,

based on a common relational database system (d-base etc.
or paradox) . The new system should include:

- Input control functions (e.g. authorisation required for

input of abnormal consumption, etc.)

- Printing of standard bill including a bar code containing

consumer code and amount due

- Linkage of consumer records and financial (revenue

collection) records

- Automatie provision of monthly management informa-

tion (list of unusual consumption , prioritised list of c1 ients

to be disconnected, accumulated consumpt ion per pipe

(pipe tree) , etc.)

- Provision for free formulated analysis of data including

their graphical presentation



Document 3: Supportive Measures for UWSDs Arusha, Moshi, Tanga
Preliminary Work + Time Schedule

"Timing of project might be adjusled accordlng 10extemal developments

1996 MM
T.sk Code Mar Apr IX x+1 x+2 x+3 x+4 x+5 x+6 x+7Ix+8 x+9Ix·10 x+l1Ix+12 x+13 x+14Ix+15Ix+16 x+17Ix+18 Ix+191<+20Ix+21

Arus ha <- Inceptl on Report and .djustment of t iming"

Advisar; Boards constitutedITariff inerease agreed tor 111195 000
Seleeting and contraeling a consultant 000 I 1
Definition of Action Programme 000 l88lli l888I I I 1.00
Improvemenl of Billing 001 - 0.50
Re-organisation of Zones/Re--classificationof Clients 002 ~

" ~
2.00

öeveropment ct an analytical -BillingSystem- 003 2.50
Imp lementation er th. new Billing Sys tem 003 0.50
Basic computer tralnng ot Billing Statt (l oea l extemal training) 004 I~ . ';! r 0.00
Billing slaft trained on the job 005 111I1 11I1 11I1 11I 1111 1111I 2.00
Implementalion of Commercial Accou nling 006 ''''' ' 0.50
Developmenl of an ana lyucet Accounling System 007 I'",,·· k .·, 2.50
Implementalion of the new Accounling System 007

m!!
f--

em III~
0.50

ccountinQstaff trained on the ,lob 008 111I1 1111I 111I11 2.00
Impr ovement of Water DistributionManagement 009 5 12.50
Leak Oetect ion Tea m(a)lrained on the job 010 ~ ~ 2.00
Implement ation of new Ta rif( 011

_UlJl~~ =- 1.00
lmplementation of payme nt system 012 0.25
System Analysis ·PUfchase + Supply- 013 1.00
üe jn of Pureha se end Suppl y Rags (wilhin given legal framew ork) 013 0.75
ldenuficattcn ct potentialSuppllers(nalional + International ones) 013

•
1.00

Purehase staff trainedon the job 013 1.25
Institutional snd Slafl Develapment 014 1.25
Management Training 015 1.50
SupervlsoryTraining 016 1.25
Managing of Flnancing Facility 017 1.00
Research 1 0.00
Research 2 0.00
Conlinuous Coaching 018 1.00

rusha Total 39.75
anga Total 27.00

Moshi Total 27.00

Total 93.75



Document 3 (part two)

Tralnlng/Advlsory Stall Demand

Managemen! & Insblutional Development Experts
IWater & Sarllabon Expert 1

IWater & Sarllation Expert 2
Leak Detection Expert
Systems Analysl/Programmer w1lh Training Experience
Systems Analyst w1lh Financlal Accounting Experience

Purchase Expert
Researcher1
Researcher 2
Continuous Coach ing

MM

16.25
22.50
20.00

5.00
16.00
4.50
6.50
0.00
0.00
3.00

93 .75
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Document 4 : Indicators

Richard Rottenburg

(I) The regularly availabl e and utilized production capacity amounts to > 80%
01' the installed capacity (this is an "operation indicator") . However, the re
sponsibilty 01' the consultant for both availability and utilization 01' produc
tion capacity must be limited to such measures that do not incur capital in
vestment or do in other ways excee d the financial ressources freely avai l
able to the UWSDs.

(2) Water ration ing is reduced to zero except in the case 01' force majeure.
Should water rationing for whatever reason become unavoidable, it has to
be organised under all circumstances in such a way that the customers can
rely on the time schedule for supply. (The same applies in case 01' other cir
cumstances beyond the immediate influence 01' the project as for instance
power cuts and / or such technical bonlenecks in the distribut iun and / or
production system that cannot be remedied with the financial resources
availabl e.)

(3) The quality of the potable water is sufficient to meet the Tanzanian quality
standards (Act No 10 [1981] to ammend the Water Utilization Act, 1974).
(Initial verification method: One sampie per day taken by hand at noon at
supply tankis). Improvement envisaged: Regular sampl ing at various se
lected points ofthe distribution network.)

(4) At least 90% of the population living within the given supply area (as de
fined above) are supplied with water by the UWSDs either through house
connections or wate r kiosks. (Each inhabitant of the supply area may take
as much water as he wants / can afford . The indicator verifies that the tariff
applied is appropriate to regulate the demand and not forcing poor inhabi
tants to fetch their water from other distant sources.)

(5) The commercial losses (unaccounted for water except caused by physical
losses) are < 10%. (The measurable losses are system losses due to physical
losses plus commercial losses. They are targeted at <30%. However, the
reduction of the physical losses can only to a limited extent be controlled
by this programme.)

(6) Billing and collection efficiency are both >90%. (This performance level
can be gained under the assumption that the legal support is sufficient to
carry out a complete compound survey [access to compound] to disconnect
non-paying legal and illegal customers immediately and without exemption
and tu improve on the contractuaI conditions [application of commercial
laws instead ofwater laws].

(7) The total amount owned by debtors accounts regularly for <5% 01' the turn
over . ("Debtors" are in this context to be understood as those customers
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who are accumulating debts after the completion of the customer survey
and introduction of the new billing and accounting systems. Old debts ac
cumulated before the full implementation ofthe billing system are to be ex
c1uded from this calculation.)

(8) The cash flow is positive on a regular basis. (Cost items falling due regu
larly monthly or in higher frequency - salaries, social security, telephone,
electricity, etc. - must not be deferred to meet this indicator.)

(9) The tariff is sufficient to cover >80% of the total costs. (Total costs are de
fined as: Expectable operation and maintenance costs of equipment and
systems during its expected economical life time, appropriate depreciation ,
5% interest on the capital and ex post compensation for unexpected invest
ments.)

(IO)The Urban Water and Sewerage Departments improve their image as effi
cient corporations and fair service providers. (This soft indicator will be te
sted by three small opinion polis carried out 3 months, 15 months and 27
months after the start of the programme. Standardized questionnaires shall
be utilised and handed to 100 participants, randomly selected from all cu
stomer categories.)
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Document 5: Actions according to WT-Sched ule of lnception Report until 30th lune 1997

total

Chapter Actions accordlng to Incep- Code MIM MIM MIM' " Actiorr" MIM .
in Report tion Report planned used used Compl. add

% % required

3.1 Definit ion 01Action Progra mme, 000 3.00 3.00 100 100
Reporting, etc

3.2 Improveme nt 01Bill ing 001 1.50 1.50 100 -
3.3 Reorganisation 01Zones 002 6.00 0.50 8 10-20

3.4 Development 01Computerised 003 2.50 5.35 214 95 -
Billing System

3.5 Implementation 01 Computerised 003/005 7.50 2.15 29 10-20 -
Billing System

3.6 Extemal Traini ng l or Computer 004 0.00 1.55 0 80 -
Operat ors

3.7 Develop ment 01Account ing and 006 2.50 2.50 100 90
Cost Control System

3.8 Implementation 01Accounting 007/008 7.50 3.60 48 70 1.00
and Cost Cont rol System

3.9 Water Distribution Management 009 18.75 7.40 39 ? ?
3.10 Leak Detect ion Training 010 0.00 0.70 0 20 5.00

3.11 Tarift Structure 011/012 2.00 0.00 0 0

3.12 Devel opment 01Material Control 013 2.75 0.50 18 20
and Purchase System

3.13 Implementation 01Materi al Con- 013 3.75 0.85 23 20
trol and Purchase System

3.14 Institutional Development 014 4.50 6.00 133 70-80 -
3.15 Remunerati on Structure 014 1.00 0.85 85 90 -
3.16 Definit ion ofTraining lor Manag- 015 0.50 0.00 0 0

ers and Other Key Staft

3.17 Intemal Management Train ing 015 4.00 0.60 15 30

3.18 Extemal Management Training 0.00 0.00 0 0
319 Supervis ory Training 016 2.75 0.25 9 30
3.20 Development and Implementa- (17) 3.00 0.75 25 40 -

tion 01Manqement System

Sublotal Actlons ace .to Incep- 73.50 38.05
l ion Repo rt

Additio nal Actions not in Incep-
tion Report already in Progress

4.2 Emergency Measures 4.90

4.3 Computer network Set-Up 1.90 1.00

4.4 Correction and Verificalion 01 9.00 6.00
Data

4.5 Clarificati on 01Leca l Framework 1.75 2.00

Sublotal Actlon nol In Incop- 17.55
lI on Roport bul alrea dy In
Progress

Tota l of Actlons 73.50 55.60

Tota l addition al necessary 17.55 15.00
MIM ----- --- --- - ----- ----- ----- -----

" ' Remark: In case that ·0 MIM used" is indicated but action is already partly completed , a ciear
allocation 01 time to this activity is not possible or this activity has to be considered in very close
relation to another activity
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